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Abstract
Shear waves converted from compressional waves at mantle discontinuities near
410- and 660-km depth recorded by two broadband seismic experiments in Iceland
reveal that the center of an area of anomalously thin mantle transition zone lies at least
100 km south of the upper-mantle low velocity anomaly imaged tomographically
beneath the hotspot. This offset is evidence for a tilted plume conduit in the upper
mantle, the result of either northward flow of the Icelandic asthenosphere or southward
flow of the upper part of the lower mantle in a no-net-rotation reference frame.
Key words: Mantle plumes, the mantle transition zone, mantle discontinuities, mantle
convection, the Iceland hotspot

1. Introduction
Linear chains of volcanic centers displaying regular age progressions are thought to
result from zones of upper-mantle melt production that are nearly stationary with respect
to the overlying tectonic plates [1]. Morgan [2] proposed that such stationary regions of
melt production, or hotspots, are maintained by long-lived upwelling of warm material
from the lower mantle through narrow conduits that he termed plumes. The hypothesis
of fixed hotspots has provided a useful means to determine lithospheric plate motions
from the geographic orientations and age distributions of volcanic chains, but the validity
of this hypothesis on a global scale remains controversial [3,4]. Observational evidence
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for or against fixed hotspots has been derived, to date, mostly from hotspot
manifestations at the Earth’s surface.
The concept of fixed hotspots implies vertical plume conduits, because deflection of
plume conduits by the convecting mantle – as suggested by mantle fluid dynamic models
[5] – should lead to relative motions among hotspots over time scales of plate (and thus
mantle-flow) reconstructions. Low seismic-velocity anomalies in the lower mantle
beneath hotspots (e.g., Iceland and Hawaii) in some global tomographic models [6,7],
anomalies that usually differ in shape from vertical columns, have been suggested as
evidence for tilted plumes in the lower mantle [7]. However, the ability of global models
to resolve narrow, low-velocity structures in the lower mantle remains a topic of debate
[8], and alternative global tomographic models fail to show a low-velocity anomaly
beneath Iceland in the lower mantle [9,10].
An alternative approach to address the tilting of plume conduits in the upper mantle is
to compare measures of plume influence in the shallow upper mantle with the depths to
seismic discontinuities near 410 and 660 km depth, global features that have been
identified with the temperature-dependent transitions of (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 from α-olivine to
β-spinel (wadsleyite) and from γ-spinel (ringwoodite) to (Mg,Fe)SiO3-perovskite plus
(Mg,Fe)O-magnesiowüstite, respectively [11,12]. In an earlier study of mantle
discontinuities beneath Iceland [13], we used receiver functions derived from body-wave
records of teleseismic earthquakes from the broadband ICEMELT seismic network [14]
3

and the permanent Global Seismographic Network (GSN) station BORG (Fig. 1) to
demonstrate that the transition zone is thinner than for the average Earth [15] beneath
central and southern Iceland but is of normal thickness beneath surrounding areas. This
result is consistent with a hot and narrow plume originating from the lower mantle [13].
Additional broadband seismic data were collected in the Iceland Hotspot Project (or
the HOTSPOT experiment) [16] from the spring of 1996 to the fall of 1998 (Fig. 1). The
combined ICEMELT and HOTSPOT data set is approximately four times as large as the
ICEMELT data used in the previous study [13]. By incorporating a substantially greater
number of receiver functions than in the previous study, we are now able to identify
features of the transition-zone anomaly that were not resolved earlier.

2. Data Processing and Signal Quality
The calculation and stacking of receiver functions follow procedures previously
described [13, 17]. To ensure that random noise is far below the signal (the conversion of
a P wave to an S wave at depth d, or Pds), we select seismograms with noise levels
(defined as the standard deviation of the values on the radial component in an 80-s
window before the P arrival) less than 0.1 times the amplitude of the direct P wave on the
vertical component. Because many seismograms have signal-to-noise ratios greater than
10 and because we restrict considerations to stacks with more than 60 receiver functions
(Fig. 2B), the noise levels in linearly stacked receiver functions are 0.03-1.0% of the
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amplitude of the P wave (Fig. 3), much less than the amplitude of linearly stacked P410s
and P660s phases (2-6% of the amplitude of the P wave). Improvement in signal-tonoise ratios is achieved with an nth-root (n=2) stacking process [18], a nonlinear method
that suppresses random noise and enhances coherent signals. The relative amplitudes of
nth-root-stacked P410s and P660s phases are 10-80 times greater than the levels of
similarly processed and stacked records of noise immediately before the corresponding P
arrivals (Figs. 2E, 2H, 2K).
Rather than using the peaks of P410s and P660s as in the previous study [13], the
arrival times of the converted phases are weighted linearly by the amplitude of the
waveform of the converted phases. For symmetric converted-phase waveforms, the
expected picks of the new method are the peaks of the waveforms, but these picks are
less susceptible to random noise than in the previous study [13]. Bootstrap analysis [19]
shows that the greater number of high-quality receiver functions than in the previous
study and the new arrival-time picking method yield 95% confidence limits on the arrival
times that are much smaller than the lateral variation in the arrival times of the converted
phases (Figs. 2G, 2J).

3. Transition-Zone Thickness
Images of P410s and P660s arrivals derived by nth-root stacking of receiver
functions, and P660s-P410s differential arrival times, are shown along selected profiles in
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Fig. 2. To the north of Iceland, variations in P410s and P660s times are positively
correlated and comparable in magnitude (Fig. 2C), reflecting the dominant influence of
velocity heterogeneities shallower than the 410-km discontinuity because of the nearly
identical paths of P660s and P410s over that depth interval. P660s-P410s differential
times, which provide information on the thickness of the transition zone, are not sensitive
to heterogeneities shallower than the 410-km discontinuity and are similar to that
predicted by the iasp91 global seismic velocity model [15] (Fig. 2D). The positive
correlation between P410s and P660s times breaks down beneath central and southern
Iceland (Figs. 2F, 2I), however, where observed P660s-P410s differential times are less
than predicted by iasp91 (23.9 s) by as much as 1.6 s (Figs. 2G, 2J, 3).
Excluding central and southern Iceland, the average differential time beneath the
remaining areas is 24.2 ± 0.1 s, comparable to, and within the uncertainty of, values for
the mantle beneath the southern East Pacific Rise (24.7 ± 0.6 s) [20] as well as the global
average (24.0 ± 0.6 s) [21]. Observations of long-period SS precursors indicate that the
mantle transition zone in most oceanic areas is unlikely to be significantly thicker than in
the iasp91 model [12].
The mantle transition-zone thickness beneath central and southern Iceland implied by
the P660s-P410s differential times is less than beneath surrounding areas by ~19 km.
Given Clapeyron slopes of 2.9 and –2.1 Mpa/K for the 410- and 660-km discontinuities
[22], respectively, the reduction in the transition-zone thickness is equivalent to an excess
6

temperature of 140 K. The finite size of both the Fresnel zone of converted phases and
the patches used for stacking [13] tend to smooth lateral variations in discontinuity
depths. For example, for a dome-shaped elevation of the 660-km discontinuity having a
radius of 150 km and a height of 15 km, we can retrieve from similarly processed and
stacked synthetic waveforms about 65% of the maximum amplitude of the topography
over a 400-km-diameter region. Furthermore, lower velocities associated with excess
temperatures within the transition zone inferred from the transition-zone thickness
anomaly would increase the P660s time (~0.2 s per 100 K excess temperature) and
decrease the apparent reduction in the transition-zone thickness. Our estimate of the
excess temperature should therefore be regarded as only an apparent value and most
likely a lower bound. With these factors taken into consideration, an apparent excess
temperature of at least 140 K is in agreement with estimates of the thermal anomaly
(~200 K) at the depth of melt generation (<200 km) [23], values that reflect averages of
the melt-generation and melt-migration processes.
We note that the southern boundary of the transition-zone anomaly beneath Iceland
(Fig. 4) remains to be mapped, and we therefore cannot rule out the possibility that the
transition-zone anomaly beneath Iceland is part of a large regional anomaly that extends
south of Iceland. However, the close proximity of the transition-zone anomaly to the
low-velocity body in the shallow mantle [24-26] and the fact that the thinner transition
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zone does not follow the geometry of the plate boundary support the interpretation that
the transition-zone anomaly beneath Iceland is associated with the Iceland mantle plume.

4. The 410- and 660-km Discontinuities
Within the area of anomalously thin mantle transition zone, the reduction in P660sP410s differential time correlates with a decrease in P660s arrival time (Figs. 2I, 5) and
does not show a comparable correlation with P410s arrival time (Fig. 5). The individual
and differential Pds times reported here have not been corrected for velocity
heterogeneity or anisotropy in the upper mantle, but such corrections do not change the
general relationships between differential times and individual arrival times of the
converted phases [13]. Any correction for delays expected from greater-than-normal
temperatures in the transition zone inferred from the transition-zone thickness anomaly
would further reduce P660s times and strengthen the correlation between differential and
P660s times.

Several conditions pertinent to the Iceland plume may reduce the depth to the 410-km
discontinuity and thus at least partially balance the effect of excess temperatures and a
positive Clapeyron slope for the 410-km discontinuity. Along the Reykjanes Ridge,
basalt samples show increasing H2O concentrations toward Iceland, indicating that
Icelandic basalts prior to degassing have at least 0.35 wt% H2O [27], an amount greater
than in normal mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB, 0.1-0.2 wt%) [28]. Since water is
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preferentially partitioned into the melt, high H2O concentrations in Icelandic basalts and a
higher-than-normal extent of melting beneath Iceland require high concentrations of H2O
in the plume source. H2O in the (Mg, Fe)2SiO4 system stabilizes β-spinel, resulting in a
broader and shallower α−β transition [29]. The onset of the α-β transformation for a
mantle source with 500 ppm H2O is calculated to occur about 8 km shallower than for a
normal MORB source with 200 ppm H2O [29]. In the postspinel transition, H2O shifts
the phase boundary (the 660-km discontinuity) to higher pressures than in the anhydrous
case [30].
Other possible mechanisms for reducing the depth of the 410-km discontinuity
beneath Iceland include a lower-than-normal Al content in the plume source [11] and a
non-equilibrium condition at the depth of phase transformation [31]. It has been
suggested that the Iceland plume source consists of a Al-poor, refractory matrix and veins
and blobs containing enriched components [32]. The geochemical signature of depletion
in Icelandic basalts, however, can also be matched by a multicomponent mixing model
involving two incompatible, trace-element-enriched components and the usual normal
MORB source [33]. A mantle source with a lower-than-normal Al content and a higherthan-normal percentage of olivine would be predicted to display greater-than-normal
velocity jumps at the 410- and 660-km discontinuities and high amplitudes for phases
converted at the discontinuities. The amplitudes of the linearly stacked P410s and P660s
phases we observe, in fact, are correlated with the reduction in P660s-P410s differential
9

time. In particular, the largest P410s amplitude beneath southern Iceland (near 63.5ºN,
17.5ºW, at 4-5% of the amplitude of the P wave on the vertical component) is nearly
twice as large as beneath surrounding areas. In contrast to the situation at 410 km depth,
variations in the Al content of the mantle should have little effect on the depth of the
transformation between γ-spinel and perovskite plus magnesiowüstite [11].
If the upper mantle phase transitions within the upwelling plume conduit are limited
by nucleation and kinetics [31], then rather than thermodynamic equilibrium the 660-km
discontinuity as well as the 410-km discontinuity would be shoaled within the plume.
Because the transformation from perovskite plus magnesiowüstite to γ-spinel occurs over
a narrow pressure interval [11], any non-equilibrium effect on the depth of the 660-km
discontinuity is unlikely to be substantially greater than that on the depth of the 410-km
discontinuity and, in any case, is probably much less than ~20 km.
Of the possible contributors to reducing the depth of the 410-km discontinuity within
the Iceland plume – high H2O content, low Al content, or a non-equilibrium phase
transition – none are likely to reduce the thickness of the mantle transition zone. The low
values of P660s-P410s differential time beneath central and southern Iceland are
therefore predominantly the consequence of the excess temperature of the plume and the
positive and negative Clapeyron slopes of the phase transformations near 410- and 660km depth, respectively. This inference is consistent with the results of recent mineralphysics experiments [34, 35] that the 660-km discontinuity corresponds to the
10

transformation between γ-spinel and perovskite plus magnesiowüstite, rather than the
garnet-perovskite transformation [11,36], which has a positive Clapeyron slope.

5. Tilting of the Iceland Plume and Implications for Mantle Flow Beneath Iceland
Most of the area of thinner transition zone (defined as the region where P660s-P410s
differential times are less than predicted by iasp91 by at least 0.5 s, or the transition zone
thickness is at least 5 km thinner than in iasp91) resolved in our study is south of central
Iceland (Fig. 4). The center of the mapped area of thinned transition zone, defined as the
average location of the thinner-than-normal transition zone weighted linearly by the
magnitude of reduction in transition-zone thickness, is beneath southern Iceland near 63.8
± 0.1ºN, 17.9 ± 0.1ºW (Fig. 4). If the smallest P660s-P410s differential time indicates
the highest excess temperature at the center of the plume, then the center of the transitionzone anomaly may be south of 63.8ºN by 1º of latitude or more (Figs. 2J, 4).
The center of the area of thinned transition zone lies south of the inferred location of
the plume at the depth of primary melt generation (< 200 km) by at least 100 km. The
location of the plume core in the shallow mantle is constrained in several ways. First,
crustal thickness can be regarded as a proxy for integrated melt production in the upper
200 km or so of mantle. Increased temperature and mass flux within the rising plume
conduit are expected to result in greater than average melt production and thus an
anomalously thick crust above the plume core. Inversions of waveforms of surface
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waves from local earthquakes [37], travel times of refracted phases [38], and receiver
functions for local crustal structure [39,40] show that the center of the area of the thickest
crust (in excess of 40 km) is near 64.7ºN, 17.3ºW, coinciding with a regional Bouguer
gravity minimum [41]. Second, tomographic inversions of body-wave travel-time delays
show a low-velocity anomaly in the shallow upper mantle (< 250 km) beneath central
Iceland near 64.7ºN, 17.5ºW [24-26]. Third, olivine tholeiite and picrite samples from
the Icelandic neovolcanic zones reveal a “plateau” of high 3He/4He (~20 R/Ra, sample
values normalized by the atmospheric value) that is approximately 100 km in diameter
and coincides with the Bouguer gravity minimum, the maximum crustal thickness, and
the upper mantle low-velocity anomaly [42]. Breddam et al. [42] suggest that this zone
of elevated 3 He/4He ratios outlines the plume conduit at the depth of melting of the
Iceland mantle plume.
The offset between the center of the transition-zone thickness anomaly and the center
of shallow measures of plume influence suggests that the plume is tilted in the upper
mantle, with an angle of tilt of at least 9° from the vertical (Fig. 6). For comparison, the
sharpness of the bend in the Hawaiian-Emperor volcanic chain implies that the deflection
of the underlying plume due to a change in plate motion is less than 200 km [43].
Current tomographic models of the Icelandic upper mantle provide no strong
evidence either for or against a tilted Iceland mantle plume. Inversions of the ICEMELT
data by Wolfe et al. [24] show that the center of the low P-wave velocity at 300-km depth
12

is noticeably south of the center of the velocity anomaly at 125-km depth, but there is no
lateral offset of the center of the anomaly for S-wave velocity. Foulger et al. [25] found
from inversions of HOTSPOT data that the low-velocity anomaly appears to be elongated
north-south at depths of 250-400 km and interpreted this as evidence that the lowvelocity anomaly extends no deeper than the mantle transition zone. While Allen et al.
[26], who inverted data from the same experiment, found a similar elongation of the lowvelocity anomaly for high-frequency P waves, they report a more circular low-velocity
anomaly for low-frequency P and S waves. The differences between P- and S-velocity
models and the presence or absence of a lateral offset of the center of the low-velocity
anomaly in the uppermost 400 km may result from limits to resolution at depths near 400
km beneath Iceland from the limited aperture of the seismic networks (Fig. 1) and the
assumption of mantle isotropy. Furthermore, a lower viscosity in the asthenosphere than
in the deeper mantle [44] could result in a conduit more vertical in the asthenosphere than
at greater depths. In the following discussion, a straight plume conduit is considered as a
first-order approximation.
Tilting of the plume may account for some of the apparent north-south elongation of
both the transition-zone thickness anomaly (Fig. 4) and the low-velocity anomaly beneath
southern Iceland [25,26]. The tilt could also have important implications for the
distribution of geochemical anomalies in Icelandic basalts. Alkaline basalts from
southern Iceland high in 3He/4He (13.9-26 R/Ra) have been interpreted as products of
13

low-degree, volatile-rich hydrous melting from the plume mantle deflected horizontally
below a high-viscosity lid having a base at the dry solidus [42]. Such a mechanism,
however, should lead to a symmetric distribution of high-3He/4He alkaline basalts about
the center of the plume, but high-3He/4He alkaline basalts are not observed in the northern
volcanic zone [42]. The tilted plume model provides a simple and self-consistent
alternative mechanism: Incipient hydrous melts generated within the plume conduit
migrate vertically to the surface and erupt as high 3He/4He, alkaline basalts in southern
Iceland (Fig. 6).
A tilt in the Iceland plume indicates relative shear between horizontal flows at
asthenospheric levels and those at greater depth. The relative shear can result from
southward flow of the upper part of the lower mantle, northward flow of the Icelandic
upper mantle, or a combination of the two in a reference frame having no net rotation of
the mantle. Recent mantle circulation models, in which driving forces are density
heterogeneities constrained by global seismic tomographic models, predict southward
flow of the lower mantle beneath Iceland [45]. If the Iceland plume originates at or near
the core-mantle boundary, as has been inferred from the detection of an ultra-low velocity
zone above the core-mantle boundary beneath Iceland [46], then deformation of the
plume conduit by such lower mantle flow would yield a plume source located near 6061ºN, 19-22ºW [45], and a tilted plume conduit with a direction and magnitude of tilt in
the upper mantle consistent with our observations.
14

Splitting of shear waves recorded at ICEMELT seismic stations indicates that the
direction of fast polarization of steeply incident shear waves in the Icelandic upper
mantle is approximately north-south [47]. This pattern of shear-wave splitting cannot be
explained by simple models of horizontally diverging flow driven either by plate
spreading or by radial horizontal flow from the center of the hotspot. Given that shearwave splitting arises primarily in the upper 300 km of the mantle [48], the observed
pattern of shear-wave splitting has been interpreted as the result of a combination of
plate-induced flow and a generally northward flow of the upper mantle beneath the North
Atlantic region near Iceland [47]. This interpretation is consistent with the direction of
tilt of the plume. Entrainment of plume material by northward asthenospheric flow
beneath Iceland also provides a possible reconciliation of northward extension of the
upper-mantle low-velocity anomaly into northern Iceland [25,26] and the normal
transition zone beneath this region. Generally northward upper-mantle flow is not only
predicted from some simple kinematic models in which flow is determined by the mass
flux imposed by plate motion [50] but also from dynamic models that include flows due
to internal mantle density heterogeneities inferred from seismic tomography (B.
Steinberger, personal communication). It contradicts, however, an interpretation [50] of
apparently more pronounced geochemical and geophysical anomalies along the MidAtlantic Ridge south of Iceland than those to the north.
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The two kinematic explanations for the tilt of the plume (northward asthenospheric
flow and southward flow of the upper part of the lower mantle) are not mutually
exclusive, but they predict opposite effects on the surface motion of the Iceland hotspot.
Southward flow of the lower mantle predicts a southward component of motion of the
surface hotspot, as the tilted conduit rises in the mantle [5,45]. Northward flow of the
upper mantle beneath Iceland, in contrast, predicts a northward component of motion of
the surface hotspot, but such motion is at least in part balanced by southward motion of
the hotspot from the rise of the tilted plume conduit. For a relatively slow moving lower
mantle, the tilt of the plume conduit and hotspot location adjust quickly to quasi steadystate after changes in upper mantle flow [45]. The north-south directions of fast
polarization of shear waves [47] suggest that the rates of north-south asthenospheric flow
are greater than the plate velocity (18 km/Ma full spreading rate) so that the net flow
direction and thus the strain-induced, lattice-preferred orientation in the asthenosphere
beneath Iceland are approximately north-south. For a plume having a radius of 100 km
[24-26], an excess temperature of 200 K [23], a tilt of 10º, and an average viscosity of the
upper mantle of 1020-1021 Pa s [44], the predicted southward horizontal motion of the
hotspot due to the rise of the tilted conduit [5,45] is 5 – 50 km/Ma. Significant southward
asthenospheric flow beneath Iceland can be ruled out, because such a flow together with
the effect of the rise of the tilted conduit would result in a southward motion of the
surface hotspot at a rate greater than the spreading rate. Such a motion, if coherent over
16

~20 Ma, would be resolvable but is not observed. To maintain a slow-moving or
stationary Iceland hotspot, flow of the Icelandic upper mantle must be northward and
comparable to the southward horizontal motion of the hotspot due to the rise of the tilted
plume (Fig. 6).
Geodynamic interpretations of the tilt of the plume conduit are clearly model
dependent and need to be sharpened by a fuller understanding of the history of hotspots
and plate motions. Nevertheless, this study provides strong seismological evidence for a
tilted plume conduit in the upper mantle, a consequence of large-scale, horizontal mantle
flow beneath the surface hotspot.
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1. Seismic stations used in the ICEMELT Experiment (left) and the Iceland Hotspot
Project (right). The square denotes the Global Seismic Network station BORG. Dashed
lines delineate the northern (NVZ), eastern (EVZ), and western (WVZ) volcanic zones.

Fig. 2. Images of P410s and P660s in stacked receiver functions and P660s-P410s
differential times indicate an anomalously thin transition zone beneath central and
southern Iceland. (A) Locations of the profiles of receiver-function stacks. (B) The
number of receiver functions in each stack at a depth of 660 km. (C) Relative amplitudes
of receiver function stacks along an east-west profile north of Iceland. Red and yellow
colors represent positive and relatively higher-amplitude arrivals. Note that the nth-root
stacking amplifies weak signals in noisy data but does not preserve amplitudes and
waveforms. The vertical axis is the time after the compressional wave (P) arrival. (D)
25

P660s-P410s differential times along this northern profile compared with that predicted
(horizontal line) for the iasp91 global model [15]. The differential times and their 2-σ
errors are estimated using a bootstrap method. A 1-s change in differential time is
equivalent to about a 10-km change in transition zone thickness. (E) The signal-to-noise
ratios (S/N) of identified P410s (black line) and P660s (red line) phases along this
northern profile, obtained by dividing the amplitude of the converted phases by the levels
of similarly processed and stacked records of noise immediately prior to the
corresponding P arrivals. (F-H) Relative amplitude, differential times, and S/N of
converted phases along an east-west profile through central Iceland. (I-K) Relative
amplitude, differential times, and S/N of converted phases along a north-south profile
through central Iceland.

Fig. 3. Waveforms of the linear (A) and nth-root-stacked (B) receiver functions along the
north-south profile through central Iceland and their 95% confidence limits (thin lines).
The traces are aligned on P410s, normalized by a constant for each panel, and plotted as a
function of latitude in degrees. The vertical lines mark the values predicted for the iasp91
model [15].

Fig. 4. Map view of differences between the observed P660s-P410s differential times and
the value predicted for the iasp91 model [15].
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Red and yellow colors indicate

significantly smaller differential times (thinner mantle transition zone) than in iasp91,
while blue colors denote normal or somewhat greater differential times (normal or
slightly thicker mantle transition zone). The cross marks the center of the mapped area of
thinned transition zone. The circle, square, and triangle represent the locus of thickest
crust and the centers of low S and P velocities in the uppermost mantle [24], respectively.
The image has been smoothed by a two-dimensional, 5-point moving average. Dashed
gray lines delineate Icelandic volcanic zones and the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Fig. 5. Correlations between the differential and individual arrival times of the P410s
and P660s phases in the area of anomalously thin transition zone. The straight lines
represent two end-member models in which the reduction in P660s-P410s differential
times is caused by (I) a decrease in P660s arrival time (relative to the P arrival time), or
(II) an increase in P410s arrival time.

Fig. 6. Schematic north-south cross-section through the center of the Iceland mantle
plume. The southward shift of the center of the transition-zone thickness anomaly
relative to central Iceland, where the thickest crust, minimum Bouguer gravity, and
highest 3He/4He are found, indicates a tilted plume conduit. Incipient hydrous melts
migrate vertically to the surface and erupt as high 3He/4He alkaline basalts in the southern
portions of the eastern volcanic zone. The rising velocity of the plume conduit (Vc) can
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be decomposed into a component parallel to the plume conduit (V//) and a horizontal
component (Vh) at least partly balancing a generally northward flow of the upper mantle
beneath the North Atlantic region near Iceland (U).
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